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Casino
Industry Developments—1994
Industry and Economic Developments
Gambling fever is sweeping the country so fast that it is hard to
remember when casinos were confined mainly to Atlantic City and
Las Vegas. By now, only two states, Hawaii and Utah, still ban all
commercial gambling. Elsewhere, riverboats ply the Mississippi in
six midwestern and southern states, while more than 170 American
Indian communities operate casinos or gaming parlors on reservations
in over twenty states. Louisiana aims to build the world's biggest
casino, slated for New Orleans in 1995. There is talk of a riverboat
casino near the site of the Boston Tea Party and another a few blocks
from Independence Hall in Philadelphia. Even Washington, D.C. was
considering one. Few industries are growing as rapidly as the gaming
and casino business.
Revenue from casino gambling nationwide surged almost 15 percent
in 1992 to $10.8 billion, and gambling experts believe that revenue will
double by the year 2000. Analysts say riverboat and dockside casinos
are poised for dramatic growth for the remainder of the decade. The
number of U.S. visitors to traditional casinos in places such as Las
Vegas and Atlantic City increased from 41 million in 1990 to 57 million
in 1993, and the number of U.S. visitors to new casino destinations on
riverboat and Indian reservations increased from 5 million in 1990 to
35 million in 1993.
Casinos now operate or are authorized in more than twenty states,
and 95 percent of all Americans are expected to live within a three- or
four-hour drive of one by the year 2000. With the rapid expansion
taking place in the industry, many hotel and gaming operations are
forming new business alliances intended to both enhance services to
customers and increase profitability. Such alliances may take the form
of partnerships, joint ventures, or other relationships with accounting
and financial reporting ramifications that require thorough under
standing and careful evaluation by auditors.
Auditors of casinos should be alert to certain implications of the
current climate that may mean additional audit risks. For example, to
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strengthen their financial position in the face of increased competition
and rapid expansion within the industry, certain casinos may
reorganize or restructure their business operations. Such actions may
have a material effect on an entity's financial statements and should
be considered by auditors as they plan their audits in accordance
with Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 22, Planning and
Supervision (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 311). SAS No.
22 requires that, in planning the audit, auditors should consider
"matters relating to the entity's business and the industry in which
it operates."
State and local governments are rapidly allowing new casinos in
towns, on riverboats, and on Indian lands. With dozens of companies
spending millions of dollars to become involved in gaming, the poten
tial exists for a shakeout and consolidation.
The rapid development of Mississippi River floating gaming, for
example, has already dealt setbacks to overambitious or unprepared
operators. This type of gaming on the Mississippi has developed so
swiftly because the vessels require little investment and the licensing
standards have been liberal. Auditors should be particularly alert to
conditions that may indicate the existence of substantial doubt about a
casino's ability to continue as a going concern because of oversaturation
in certain locations. As a general rule, information that contradicts the
going-concern assumption relates to the entity's inability to continue to
meet its obligations as they become due without substantial disposi
tion of assets outside the ordinary course of business, restructuring of
debt, externally forced revisions of its operations, or similar actions.
Indian reservation gaming is very successful in Connecticut and
Minnesota and is spreading to other states. Indian tribes are also
opening casinos on reservations in partnerships and joint ventures
with established gaming operators. Gaming on Indian reservations is
a way for tribes to become economically self-sufficient by providing
employment on the reservations. However, tribal gambling powers
and sovereignty have come under increasing legal challenge from state
officials. The critical juncture for gaming leaders will come when
Congress considers amending the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act,
which currently allows Indian tribes, on a state-by-state basis, to
engage in any gaming activity already permitted by that state.
In general, innovative, well-capitalized companies are likely to come
up winners as gaming expands, whereas companies that try to simply
ride the wave will likely be inundated by the competition. Increased
competition and other issues affecting the casino industry are
addressed further in the "Audit Issues and Developments" section of
this Audit Risk Alert.
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Regulatory Developments
The ownership and operation of gaming facilities in the United
States are subject to a number of state or other local laws, regulations,
and ordinances concerning the responsibility, financial stability, and
character of casino operators and persons financially interested or
involved in casino operations. The following discussion is intended to
help auditors stay abreast of developments that affect the regulation of
the casino industry.
As previously discussed, SAS No. 22 requires that, in planning their
audits, auditors consider matters affecting the industry in which an
entity operates, including, among other things, government regula
tions. Auditors consider such regulations in light of their potential
impact on the financial statements being audited. SAS No. 54, Illegal
Acts by Clients (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 317), distin
guishes between two types of laws and regulations:
1. Those that have a direct and material effect on the determination
of financial statement amounts
2.

Those that relate more to an entity's operating aspects than to its
financial and accounting aspects and, therefore, have only an
indirect effect on the financial statements

Although auditors should design their audits to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting material misstatements of the financial state
ments resulting from illegal acts that directly and materially affect
financial statement amounts, an audit performed in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) does not include proce
dures specifically designed to detect illegal acts that would have only
indirectly affected the financial statements. Nonetheless, auditors
should be alert to the possibility that such illegal acts have occurred.
The Legislative Environment
The legislative environment as it relates to casino gaming has become
very active. In the most recent general election, twelve states had
referendums on the ballot regarding the legalization of gaming. Of those
twelve, five passed, indicating that proliferation of gaming continues.
Once gaming is approved in a particular jurisdiction, the legislative
process does not necessarily stop. Certain jurisdictions have taken
steps that resulted in delays in the opening of both temporary and
permanent facilities. Another jurisdiction refused to allow slot
machines until a subsequent referendum was voted on favorably by
the population.
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Auditors should remain abreast of the legislative environment on
gaming in their clients' jurisdictions and in other areas where gaming is
legal or is being contemplated. Understanding the status of the operat
ing environment is an important step in ensuring that auditors are
appropriately considering the continuing economic viability of the entity.
The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA or "the Act"), 25 U.S.C. 2710
et seq., was signed into law on October 17, 1988. This Act effectively
allows Indian tribes, on a state-by-state basis, to engage in any gaming
activity already permitted by that state. As with riverboat gaming
operators, Indian reservations seeking to establish games of chance
must be in general conformity with state regulations. Under the Act, a
state may prohibit a reservation from establishing gaming activities if
all other forms of gambling are illegal in that state. However, a state
must allow tribes to conduct any form of gambling that is allowed off its
reservations, even if only for charity.
Out of this Act, which requires states to negotiate compacts with
tribes, more than 170 casinos and high-stakes bingo halls have taken
root.1 Recently, tribal gambling powers and sovereignty have come
under increasing legal challenge from state officials largely because of

1The following clarification of compacts is summarized from the Federal Register,
25 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 502, Definitions Under the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act:
Any Indian tribe having jurisdiction over the Indian land on which class
III gaming activity is being conducted, or is to be conducted, shall request
the state in which such lands are located to enter into negotiations for the
purpose of entering into a tribal-state compact governing the conduct of
gaming activities. On receiving such a request, the State shall negotiate
with the Indian tribe in good faith to enter into such a compact.
Any tribal-state compact negotiated may include provisions relating to—
1. The application of the criminal and civil laws and regulations of the
Indian tribe or the state that are directly related to, and necessary for,
the licensing and regulation of such activity.
2. The allocation of criminal and civil jurisdiction between the state
and the Indian tribe necessary for the enforcement of such laws
and regulations.
3. The assessment by the State of such activities in such amounts as are
necessary to defray the costs of regulating such activity.
4. Taxation by the Indian tribe of such activity in amounts comparable
to amounts assessed by the state for comparable activities.
5. Remedies for breach of contract.
6. Standards for the operation of such activity and maintenance of the
gaming facility, including licensing.
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the Indians' success. The main opposition comes from the National
Governors' Association, which has been negotiating tentatively with
the tribes to find common ground for a proposal that might head off the
riskier unknowns of unlacing the Act. The members of the National
Governors' Association oppose Indian independence from state control
and freedom from taxes. But their problem is that court interpretations
upholding Indian sovereignty limit their options. They want to avoid
the theoretical possibility that financially pressed cities might, under
land-trust arrangements, donate part of their downtown areas to
Indians to set up casinos.
Federal law concerning American Indians is rooted in respect for
sovereignty, and looks to state-tribal compacts for regulatory proce
dures. But Washington insists on professional accounting standards to
head off sweetheart deals that could siphon funds from tribal welfare
programs. The IGRA established the National Indian Gaming
Commission (NIGC). Under the IGRA, the NIGC is charged with
regulating class II gaming and certain aspects of class III gaming.
The term class I gaming refers to social games solely for prizes of
minimal value or to traditional forms of Indian gaming engaged in by
individuals as a part of, or in connection with, tribal ceremonies or
celebrations. The term class II gaming refers to the game of chance
commonly known as bingo and to card games that are not explicitly
prohibited by the laws of a particular state. Class II gaming does not
include any banking card games, including baccarat, chemin de fer, or
blackjack (21). Class III gaming encompasses all forms of gaming that
are not class I or class II gaming.
The NIGC requires that a tribe engage independent auditors to
provide an annual audit of the financial statements of each gaming
operation on Indian lands. Such financial statements are required to be
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and the audits are required to be conducted in accordance
with GAAS. The tribe is required to submit to the NIGC a copy of the
report and the management letter setting forth the results of each
annual audit within 120 days after the end of each fiscal year of the
gaming operation.
Internal Auditors' Work in Connection With the M oney Laundering
Control A ct of 1986
The Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 requires all covered insti
tutions to prepare and submit to the Internal Revenue Service a
currency transaction report within fifteen days of any cash transaction
of more than $10,000 made by an individual or depositor in a single day.
The government also expects institutions to be aware of attempts
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to circumvent this requirement and will prosecute companies that are
not cognizant of such attempts. Penalties for individuals or corpora
tions who knowingly try to conceal, disguise, or avoid a reporting
requirement under the Money Laundering Control Act can be substan
tial. The Act provides for the levying of fines of not more than $500,000
or twice the value of the property involved in the transaction, or
imprisonment for not more than twenty years. Therefore, failure to
comply with the provisions of the Money Laundering Control Act
could have a material effect on the financial statements of a casino.
The implementation of procedures to comply with the Money Laun
dering Control Act has placed a substantial amount of the policing of
money laundering on private industry. Implementation of controls has
generally fallen on the casino's internal audit department. Because of
the lack of audit trails associated with cash transactions in the gaming
industry, casino internal auditors have had to develop alternative
means to provide the basis for testing.
The high risk of financial penalties associated with the Money Laun
dering Control Act and the corresponding regulation 6A has required
casino management to establish policies and procedures designed to
oversee, monitor, and review all money-laundering-type transactions.
The internal auditors may be a major element in overseeing the
achievement of that goal.

Audit Issues and Developments
The Role of Auditors in the Casino Industry
Auditors are involved in the following areas in connection with the
casino industry:
1.

Audits of financial statements, conducted on an annual basis

2.

Submissions to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
a. Annual audits of financial statements
b. Special audits
c. Quarterly reviews
Submissions to regulatory agencies
a. Annual audits of financial statements
b. Annual report on management's assertion about the effective
ness of an entity's internal control structure over financial
reporting

3.

In addition to considering the internal control structure in an audit of
financial statements in accordance with GAAS, various states require
that auditors examine and report on management's assertion about the
10

effectiveness of an entity's internal control structure over financial
reporting as of a specific point in time. Because of the importance of
the internal control structure of gaming operations, most states have
developed specific regulations dealing with reporting requirements,
general internal control structure guidelines, and certain minimum
required procedures to be followed. However, these requirements vary
from state to state.
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 2,
Reporting on an Entity's Internal Control Structure Over Financial Reporting
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 400), provides guidance
to the practitioner who is engaged to examine and report on manage
ment's assertion about the effectiveness of its internal control structure
over financial reporting. SSAE No. 2 superseded SAS No. 30, Reporting
on Internal Accounting Control, and is effective for an examination of
management's assertion on the effectiveness of an entity's internal
control structure over financial reporting when the assertion is as of
December 15, 1993, or thereafter. However, notwithstanding the release
of SSAE No. 2, some state regulatory authorities have indicated that
they still consider internal control reports in accordance with SAS No.
30 to be more appropriate.
Furthermore, auditors should be aware that, as members of the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO), the AICPA, the Financial Executives Institute, the American
Accounting Association, the Institute of Internal Auditors, and the
Institute of Management Accountants issued Internal Control—Integrated
Framework in September 1992. The report, in four parts, includes a
Framework volume that defines internal control, describes its compo
nents, and provides criteria against which managements, boards, or
others can assess their control systems.
Internal Control Environment
The internal control structure over the financial reporting of casinos
is generally a critical audit consideration. The casino industry operates
in a cash environment characterized by a large number of transactions.
Gaming operations are subject to a greater-than-normal risk of loss
from employee or customer dishonesty because (1) it is not practical to
record all individual game table transactions, (2) cash receipts or
equivalents are not recorded until they are removed from drop boxes
and counted, and (3) revenues produced are not from sales of products
or services that are readily measurable. Minimizing these risks
requires the development of internal control structure policies and
procedures that can control the authorization, accountability, and
safekeeping of the gaming operations' major asset, cash.
11

In general, the importance of the auditor's consideration of a casino's
internal control structure in an audit of financial statements in accordance
with GAAS cannot be overemphasized. The internal control structure
is essential in making sure operations are run with integrity and the
financial statements are reliable. Although this seems like a truism for
many industries, the nature of the revenue-generation process—the
physical aspect of games and the various coin-operated gaming
devices—together with the rapidity that coins, currency, and chips in
casinos change hands makes extremely strong controls mandatory.
SAS No. 55, Consideration of the Internal Control Structure in a Financial
Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 319), pro
vides guidance on the independent auditor's consideration of an entity's
internal control structure in an audit of financial statements in accordance
with GAAS. An entity's internal control structure consists of three
elements: the control environment, the accounting system, and control
procedures. In all audits, auditors should obtain a sufficient understand
ing of each of the three elements to plan the audit by performing
procedures to understand the design of policies and procedures relevant
to audit planning and whether they have been placed in operation.
Significant internal control areas in a casino environment include
the following—
1.

Credit or marker play procedures, such as credit and collection
activity.

2.

Revenue accounting, such as drop, count, and all cashier cage to
table activity, including fill and credit procedures.

3.

Cage and vault procedures, such as bankroll control.

As outlined above, an entity's internal control structure consists of
the policies and procedures established to provide reasonable
assurance that specific objectives will be achieved. Another major
issue of significance for the scope of the auditors' consideration of an
entity's internal control structure is the recognition of the critical nature
of time: the quality of these policies and procedures may vary
considerably over the period of a year, or possibly even over a quarter
or a month, depending on many factors. Thus, the policies and proce
dures in a casino may be very effective for periods of low volume, but
fail to meet the requirements of a high-volume transaction period such
as the summer. It is therefore recommended that auditors be aware of
the possibility of these types of problems and consider the use of
multiple testing periods during the year to properly assess control risk.
In addition, the management team is of utmost importance for
casinos. To locate the executive talent required to manage casino opera
tions in new jurisdictions, owners look to established markets such as
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Nevada and Atlantic City. Many of the first wave of executives who
moved to new jurisdictions were middle-level managers who were
given an opportunity to assume broader responsibilities than were
available in their previous positions. Additionally, these managers
were willing to assume the risks associated with the new markets. As
the newer jurisdictions have demonstrated a degree of economic
viability, new operators are again looking to established markets for
executives to manage their properties and are attracting more seniorlevel management.
The control environment reflects the overall attitude toward, and
awareness and actions of, the board of directors, management, owners,
and others concerning the importance of control and its emphasis in
the entity. Auditors should determine whether turnover, as described
above, has occurred. If turnover has occurred, auditors should determine
the impact such turnover may have on the entity's control environ
ment. For example, the experience level of an executive in a new market
may not be as broad as would be expected for someone in that position.
Accordingly, the control environment risk may be increased. In
addition, the control environment in established markets may be
compromised by the exodus of management to new jurisdictions.
Cash
The operating environment of a casino necessitates having large
amounts of cash on hand at any time. This type of cash is in addition
to numerous bank accounts that would be typical of any large commer
cial enterprise. Cash is the working inventory of a casino. The principal
audit and financial presentation issues of cash are—
1.

Assurance of a proper cutoff to provide accurate cash counts.

2.

Physical verification of all cash in all areas of the casino.

3.

Proper classification of cash, chips, and tokens, including recog
nition of the number of chips and tokens outstanding.

Casino Receivables
Perhaps the most unique accounting item in a casino is casino receiv
ables. Casino receivables result from the extensive use of credit for
casino play. Receivables are also known as markers, hold checks, or
IOUs. Extensive procedures involving checks and balances are built
into the systems, relating to the issuance, collection and administration
of casino credit. From an audit and financial presentation standpoint,
the primary audit objectives a r e -
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1.

Valuation of receivables.
•

Specification of proper amounts of receivables, including
proper accounting for the markers and any payment made
against the total balance

• Recognition of the bona fide nature of the receivables, through
traditional procedures of confirmation
• Adequacy of valuation reserves, including those for uncollec
tibles, as well as provisions for foreign exchange losses on
markers denominated in a foreign currency
2.

Consistent methods of revenue recognition from credit play.

The recent trend in corporate gaming has resulted in the increasing
formalization of the entire gamut of credit procedures, from credit
approval, which is now evidenced by use of the traditional plastic
credit cards, to collection methods, which are standardized and include
monthly statements. In these circumstances, the procedures are
becoming more like traditional accounts receivable, and the process of
confirmation—both positive and negative, as appropriate—is finding
increasing use in the auditing of casinos. When using confirmations to
obtain evidence from third parties about financial statement assertions
made by management, auditors should refer to the guidance contained
in SAS No. 67, The Confirmation Process (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 330).
Factors that affect the nature, timing, and extent of confirmation
procedures include the following:
•

The effectiveness of the internal control structure—Documents sup
porting casino receivables may be found in several locations, and
segments of the receivable balance may be included in more than
one area of accountability, such as the casino cage, branch offices,
or collection agencies. Because there is a possibility that assets
from one area might be used to cover shortages in another, it
is generally advisable to consider all casino receivables as one
population to be confirmed as of a single date. Internal control
structure policies and procedures may be different for each area;
accordingly, the effectiveness of the internal control structure for
each should be considered separately.

•

The possibility of disputes and the possibility that debtors will be unable
to confirm the information requested—The possibility of disputes and
the possible inability to confirm information are greater than
normal in casino operations because customers do not generally
receive copies of documents evidencing indebtedness; they rely
primarily on their own records, if any, or on their memories.
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•

Customers' knowledge of components of account balances—C onfir
m ation procedures may be directed to account balances or to
individual items included in such balances. Although casino
customers' balances may include several separately executed
instruments, it is likely that the customers will be able to confirm
only their account balances. They do not generally know, nor
do they usually have records of, the individual components of
their balances.

In addition, casino customers may be more sensitive to contact about
their accounts than customers in other businesses. Customers' true
names may not be on the credit file (generally, though, such records are
maintained), or the record of their true names may be kept elsewhere.
Customers may have requested that they not receive mail or perhaps
not be contacted at all regarding their accounts. Such situations require
care by auditors and cooperation from management so that the casino
customers are not alienated and so that the auditors can satisfactorily
confirm the accounts, thus avoiding a possible significant limitation on
the scope of the audit.
Foreign Exchange Losses
With an increasing amount of credit play being used by foreign
nationals, some casinos are issuing credit instruments denominated
in foreign currency. Given the fluctuations of these currencies in
relation to the U.S. dollar, the actual value of the debt can change
as the foreign currency value changes. Major Las Vegas casinos have
experienced substantial losses on Mexican peso markers during
currency devaluations. To protect themselves from these losses, most
casinos are recording their casino receivables in U.S. dollars. In this
way, the casino is protected from significant foreign exchange losses,
although the payment experience may be substantially poorer follow
ing a violent shift in currency relations such as occurs following
a devaluation.
Adequate audit procedures should be performed to examine the
amount of foreign denominated casino receivables. In addition, audi
tors should evaluate the appropriateness of the allowance for accounts
that are expected to result in substantial impairment of value. Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement of Financial Account
ing Standards No. 52, Foreign Currency Translation (FASB, Current Text,
vol. 1, sec. F60), establishes standards of financial accounting and
reporting for foreign currency transactions in financial statements of a
reporting enterprise.
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Prepaid Taxes and Fees
The taxes a casino pays are numerous and substantial in dollar
amount. In general, the taxes subject to prepayment are gaming taxes
and fees levied by federal, state, and local jurisdictions against the
gaining operation.
The audit procedures to determine the proper amounts and classifi
cation of prepaid taxes, licenses, and fees are the same as would be
followed for any prepaid expense. The primary difference between
prepaid expenses in other industries and prepaid expenses in a casino
lies in the very significant amounts of money involved.
Auditors should obtain sufficient competent evidential matter in
accordance with SAS No. 31, Evidential Matter (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326), to achieve the following audit objectives
in connection with prepaid taxes and fees:
1.

Valuation of prepaid amounts

2.

Anticipated realization of prepaid amounts (with special attention
given to the limited transferability of many fees and the long-term
nature of the prepayment)

3.

Tests of proper amortization of prepaid amounts during the year
and expense computation

4.

Proper cutoff testing of prepaid amounts during the first year
of operations

Given the certainty of audit scrutiny by the gaming authorities and
the heavy penalty provisions, auditors should satisfy themselves that
all tax payment amounts have been properly interpreted, computed,
and paid on a timely basis. In addition, given the high likelihood of tax
assessments from the regulatory authorities, special consideration
should also be given to footnote disclosure of possible future liabilities
for taxes, whether assessed and under dispute, or for assessments
likely to be made, but as yet unasserted, if the amounts are thought to
be material.
Chip and Token Liability
A unique issue of casino liability is the existence and nature of chip
and gaming token liability. Virtually all casinos have issued various
denominations of gaming chips for use in their casino operations.
From an operational standpoint, the chips and tokens that a casino
has outstanding must be redeemed by the casino upon presentation by
a patron or another casino. At any time, the amount of liability is the
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difference between the total amount of chips and tokens issued by the
casino and the amount actually on hand within the casino. Over a
period of years, the amount of chip liability generally tends to increase,
as the casino has more of its chips and tokens outstanding in circulation.
The primary reason for this increase over time is not merely transac
tion float in the immediate casino trading area, but also the propensity
for customers to keep chips and tokens for souvenirs. A second factor
is that the redemption of the $1.00 tokens from casino to casino is
lagging, since the physical separation of tokens is very difficult and
time consuming.
The determination of a chip liability is a complex task, and the audit
of this liability is also difficult.
Going Concern
Although casino gaming is expanding rapidly and in diverse areas,
fierce competition and poor site selection have forced several formerly
profitable enterprises to shut down their operations and write them off
as a total loss. Auditors should assess the increased risks resulting from
the current conditions in the marketplace.
Auditors of casinos should be alert to conditions that may indicate
the existence of substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue
as a going concern. SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's
Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 341), provides guidance to the auditor in conducting an
audit of financial statements in accordance with GAAS with respect to
evaluating whether there is substantial doubt about the entity's ability
to continue as a going concern.
As outlined in SAS No. 59, it is not necessary for auditors to design
audit procedures solely to identify conditions and events that, when
considered in the aggregate, indicate there could be substantial doubt
about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable
period of time. Information about such conditions or events is obtained
from the application of auditing procedures planned and performed to
achieve audit objectives that are related to management's assertions
embodied in the financial statements being audited, as described in
SAS No. 31. The following are examples of procedures that may identify
such conditions and events:
• Analytical procedures
• Review of subsequent events
• Reading of minutes of meetings of stockholders, board of directors,
and important committees of the board
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• Inquiry of an entity's legal counsel about litigation, claims, and
assessments
•

Confirmation with related and third parties of the details of
arrangements to provide or maintain financial support

If initial evaluation raises substantial doubt about the entity's ability
to continue as a going concern, it may be necessary to obtain additional
information about such conditions and events, as well as the appropriate
information that mitigates the auditors' doubts. In such circumstances,
the auditors should ask management about its plans for dealing with
the effects of the conditions or events underlying the going concern
question. The auditors should consider whether it is likely that the
adverse effects will be mitigated by management's plans and whether
those plans can be effectively implemented. Obtaining management's
representations about its plans will not provide sufficient audit evidence
to allay doubt about going concern status.
If the auditors obtain sufficient evidence to alleviate their doubts in
connection with going concern status, they should consider the need
for financial statement disclosure of the principal conditions and
events that initially caused them to believe there was substantial doubt,
as well as any mitigating factors, including management's plans.
However, if after considering identified conditions and events and
management's plans, the auditors conclude that substantial doubt
about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable
period of time remains, the audit report should include an explanatory
paragraph to reflect that conclusion.
Investment in Ventures
With the emergence of riverboat casinos and Indian reservation
gaming in the past few years, many hotels without preexisting con
nections to these new enterprises have suddenly found a powerful
tourist amenity nearby. Some hotels have formed ventures with
these attractions.
Auditors of casinos should be aware of the existence of these types of
joint venture or partnership-type arrangements, as it may affect the
audit in a number of ways, including a possible increase in the following:
1. The number of audit procedures (for example, reading partnership
agreements or analyzing and substantiating changes in partner
ship or joint venture capital)
2.
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The amount of audit work performed on equity and income taxes
(in the case of partnerships)

3.

The testing of internal controls when the casino has invested in an
unaudited partnership or joint venture

The accounting for investments in ventures is influenced by the
extent of control the casino has over the operations of the venture.
Generally the relationships are as follows:
1.

Less than 20 percent. The cost method is normally used for these
investments because of the presumption that the casino will be
unable to significantly influence the affairs of the joint venture.
Cost is reduced for permanent declines in value, and dividends
are treated as income when received.

2.

More than 50 percent. A holding of more than 50 percent of the
voting stock of another company normally constitutes control and
requires presentation of consolidated financial statements.

3.

Between 20 percent and 50 percent. There is a presumption, according
to Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 18, The Equity
Method of Accounting for Investments in Common Stock (FASB, Current
Text, vol. 1, sec. I82), that a casino that owns between 20 percent
and 50 percent of a joint venture has the ability to exercise significant
influence over the venture and should account for the investment
using the equity method.

Accounting Issues and Developments
P ro m o tio n a l A llow an ces o r C om plim entary Expenses
A major issue regarding the classification of various promotional
allowances or complimentary items arises in the discussion of this
unique casino expense. It is customary practice to provide many
customers with free rooms, food, beverages, and other amenities
without cost. These free services are known in the industry as com
plimentaries or promotional allowances. The services are usually
rendered by the casino's support departments, such as the hotel
or food and beverage operation, to encourage customers to play in
the casino.
The standard financial reporting rules for the Nevada Gaming Control
Board, for example, require the inclusion of these complimentary
services at full retail value in the reported revenues of the appropriate
department (rooms, restaurant, bar). This requirement follows the
widespread hotel industry practice of valuing these items at retail
value. Although there may be many different ideas of what constitutes
retail, most casinos have established standard charge rates, usually
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slightly below premium prices for the valuation of complimentary
services. The primary use of including these services at retail is to avoid
distorting the operating ratios and performance measures in these
support areas, particularly in the food and beverage area.
The accounting treatment of the costs of these complimentary services
is much less uniform. In some cases, the retail value is merely subtracted
from the total sales to arrive at a net sales figure. This presentation then
usually labels the deductions as promotional allowances and has
become known as the promotional allowances method.
The second method, known as the complimentary expense method,
treats the retail amount of the complimentary service either as a cost of
operation of the department providing the service or, by using some
form of transfer allocation, as a cost of business of the casino depart
ment. In some cases, the complimentary expenses are merely regarded
as overall administrative expense, and the retail value of the goods and
services is included in this area of expense.
The promotional allowance method of presentation is preferred, and
results in the correct statement of net income of the casino operation.
SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 69, Disclosures by Non-bank
Holding Companies Engaged in Lending and Deposit Activities and CasinoHotels, requires the separate presentation of revenues and related costs
and expenses applicable to major revenue-providing activities of hotelcasinos. Thus, for promotionals, the financial statements should reflect
the actual cost of promotionals as an expense of the activity that gave
rise to them (for example, if the casino issued a food complimentary,
the cost of this complimentary is to be included in casino expenses in
the financial statements).
Restructurings
In attempts to ensure their future viability, many casino operations
have undertaken restructurings over the past few years. Among the
actions associated with restructurings have been termination of
personnel and reduction in overhead by selling or leasing excess space.
The auditors' attention should be focused on the impact of reductions in
personnel on operations and the internal control structure, the reserve
balance relating to current restructuring plans, and the appropriate
period for reporting the costs associated with restructurings.
In evaluating the propriety of restructuring charges recorded by their
clients, auditors should refer to the FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF) Issue No. 94-3, Liability Recognition for Costs to Exit an Activity
(Including Certain Costs Incurred in a Restructuring), which provides
guidance on whether certain costs (such as employee severance
and termination costs) should be accrued and classified as part of
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restructuring charges, or whether such costs would be more appropri
ately considered a recurring operating cost of the company. E1TF Issue
No. 94-3 provides guidance on the appropriate timing of recognition
of restructuring charges and prescribes disclosures that should be
included in the financial statements.
In addition, for casino operations, SEC SAB No. 67 (Topic 5P), Income
Statement Presentation of Restructuring Charges, describes "restructuring
charges" as charges that "typically result from the consolidation and/or
relocation of operations, the abandonment of operations or productive
assets, or the impairment of the carrying value of productive or other
long-lived assets." Restructuring charges have included such costs as
employee benefits and severance costs, costs associated with the
impairment or disposal of long-lived assets, facility closure costs, and
other nonrecurring costs associated with the restructuring, and are
required by SAB No. 67 (Topic 5P) to be included as a component of
income from continuing operations.
Reporting on Advertising Costs
The AICPA's Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC)
issued Statement of Position (SOP) 93-7, Reporting on Advertising Costs.
SOP 93-7 provides for increased consistency in accounting for advertis
ing costs, and applies to commercial businesses as well as to not-for-profit
organizations. It covers most types of advertising, such as television or
radio commercials, business or consumer publications, and direct-mail
advertising. However, certain advertising methods—such as contests,
discounts and rebates, and the use of coupons—are specifically excluded
from the requirements of SOP 93-7.
SOP 93-7 requires expensing all advertising costs, other than those
exclusions noted herein, in the periods in which these costs are
incurred, or the first time the advertising takes place. Direct-response
advertising whose primary purpose is to elicit sales to customers who
could be shown to have responded specifically to the advertising, and
that results in probable future economic benefits, should be capitalized
and amortized over the estimated period of the benefits. In addition,
SOP 93-7 requires disclosure of certain information.
SOP 93-7 is effective for financial statements for years beginning after
June 1 5 , 1994. Although it can be applied earlier, costs incurred before
the initial application of the SOP should not be adjusted to the
amounts that would have been reported as assets had the SOP been in
effect when those costs were incurred. However, the concepts in the
SOP concerning amortization, net realizable value, and disclosures
should be applied to any unamortized costs reported as assets before
the initial application of the SOP that continue to be reported as assets
after the effective date.
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Audit Risk Alert—1994 also includes a discussion on advertising costs.

* * * *
This Audit Risk Alert replaces Casino Industry Developments—1992.

*

*

*

*

Practitioners should also be aware of the economic, regulatory, and
professional developments in Audit Risk Alert—1994 and Compilation
and Review Alert—1994, which may be obtained by calling the AICPA
Order Department at the number below and asking for product number
022141 (audit) or 060668 (compilation and review).
Copies of AICPA publications referred to in this document can be
obtained by calling the AICPA Order Department at (800) TO-AICPA.
Copies of FASB publications referred to in this document can be
obtained directly from the FASB by calling the FASB Order Department
at (203) 847-0700, ext. 10.
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